**SECTION A**

A WEARING COURSE:
- ASPHALT DRIVeways: 1 1/2" THICK MIN. (COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL) 1" THICK MIN. (RESIDENTIAL)
- FDOT TYPE S-III OR SP-9.5 TYPE C. CONCRETE DRIVeways:
  - 6" MIN. THICKNESS, 3,000 PSI CONCRETE WITH EITHER FIBER MESH CONCRETE OR 6"x6"x10G WELDED WIRE MESH
  - BRICK PAVER DRIVEWAYS: 2 3/4" THICK PAVER BRICK
  - TRAVERTINE PAVER (NOCHE TUMBLED FINISH ONLY) DRIVEWAYS: 1 3/4" THICKNESS

B BASE COURSE:
- ASPHALT DRIVeways: 6" MIN. LIMEROCK BASE COMPACTED TO 98% PER AASHTO FM 1-TIBO, METHOD D.
- CONCRETE DRIVeways: NOT APPLICABLE
- BRICK PAVER DRIVEWAYS:
  - 4" MIN. LIMEROCK BASE COMPACTED TO 98% PER AASHTO FM 1-TIBO, METHOD D.
- TRAVERTINE PAVER (NOCHE TUMBLED FINISH ONLY) DRIVEWAYS: 6" MINIMUM LIMEROCK BASE COMPACTED TO 98% PER AASHTO FM 1-B0, METHOD D.

C SUBGRADE:
- 12" CLEAN SUBGRADE COMPACTED TO 98% PER AASHTO FM 1-TIBO.

**SECTION B**

NOTES:
1. GRADING AND PREPARATION OF SUBGRADE/BASE COURSES SHALL BE APPROVED BY THE ENGINEERING DEPT. PRIOR TO APPLICATION PAVEMENT SURFACE MATERIALS.
2. REFER TO "RESIDENTIAL TRAVERTINE PAVER DRIVEWAY IN CITY ROW CROSS SECTION DETAIL FOR ADDITIONAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO THE USE OF TRAVERTINE PAVERS.
3. REFER TO "RESIDENTIAL BRICK PAVER DRIVEWAY IN CITY ROW CROSS SECTION DETAIL FOR ADDITIONAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO THE USE OF BRICK PAVERS.
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